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Robust kitchen aid: Kyocera’s universal 

mill lets you spice up your autumn 

Kyoto / Neuss, 14 September 2010 – Once the summer has 

passed, game starts to feature prominently on the menu. And 

the universal mill with ceramic grinding mechanism from 

Kyocera supplies the perfect taste. Spice aficionados can use it 

to grind their own individual mixtures. The grinds can be 

regulated: the advanced ceramic grinding mechanism 

produces results ranging from fine to coarse, with an adjusting 

nut allowing users to make their own settings.  

Whether venison or wild boar, autumn is the season when game 

returns to the kitchen. Cooks looking to turn their dishes into a full 

flavour experience use an individual spice mixture to add that 

special touch to the meat. The CM-50 CF universal mill from 

Kyocera is just the right utensil for grinding the spices to match. 

Pepper, bay-leaf, cloves, juniper, coriander, mustard seed and 

allspice are pulverized in no time at all by the ceramic grinding 

mechanism. Users can decide for themselves how coarsely or finely 

the spices are ground by turning the adjusting nut. The ground 

ingredients are collected in an elegantly shaped glass container. It 

can be removed from the mill with ease and then sealed with the 

aroma-tight lid supplied. 

How about a coffee after the main course? No trouble at all! The 

universal mill from Kyocera grinds coffee beans as well. After use, 

the grinding mechanism can be cleaned with a neutral detergent 

while the glass container is dishwasher-proof.  

At the heart of the universal mill is the grinding mechanism made of 
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fine ceramic. Thanks to its outstanding properties, this high-tech 

material even has applications in the field of space travel, and 

shares only very little in common with household ceramics or 

porcelain. The ceramic grinding mechanism is particularly hygienic: 

it does not alter the aroma of the ground spices nor does it rust. And 

the extreme hardness of the material guarantees a long service life. 

The Kyocera CM-50 CF universal mill will shortly be available from 

specialist retailers at a recommended retail price of 68.00 euros. 

 

 

About Kyocera 

Headquartered in Kyoto, Japan, the Kyocera Corporation is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of fine ceramic components for the technology industry. The strategically 
important divisions in the Kyocera Group, which comprises 213 subsidiaries (April 1st, 2010), 
are information and communications technologies, products to increase the quality of life, and 
environmentally friendly products. The technology group is also one of the largest producers 
of solar energy systems worldwide.  

With a workforce of about 63.000 employees, Kyocera posted net sales of approximately 
€8.59 billion in fiscal year 2009/2010. The products marketed by the company in Europe 
include laser printers, digital copying systems, microelectronic components, fineceramic 
products and complete solar systems. The corporation has two independent companies in the 
Federal Republic of Germany: the Kyocera Fineceramics GmbH in Neuss and Esslingen and 
the Kyocera Mita Deutschland GmbH in Meerbusch.  

The company also takes a lively interest in cultural affairs. The Kyoto Prize, one of the most 
prominent international awards, is presented each year by the Inamori Foundation, once 
established by Kyocera founder Dr. Kazuo Inamori, to individuals and groups worldwide for 
their outstanding human achievement (converted at present €450.000 per prize category). 

 


